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Radiofrequency discharge configurations for plasma processing of narrow tubes
at atmospheric pressure
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Coating or surface modification of substrates with complex shapes, as example the

inner and outer surfaces of small diameter tubes is highly requested for biosensors,

medical, micro-fluidic and micro-electro-mechanical devices and systems. For each

exact application, the respective plasma source must have a peculiar geometry and

electrode configuration, must meet specific size requirements, ranging from a few

millimeters to meters, and produce a special shaped plasma jet or discharge. In

addition, in the case of materials sensitive to thermal damage the processing should be

performed at low temperature.

In this contribution we present results regarding the design and characteristics of a few

radiofrequency plasma sources, operated at 13.56 MHz, with geometries and electrode

configurations suitable for plasma processing of narrow tubes at atmospheric pressure.

The configurations are based on dielectric barrier discharges, and produce cold

plasmas in argon. The conditions for plasma generation inside tubes with the inner

diameter in the range 1-4 mm were investigated for segmented and continuous

electrode configurations, and for geometries in which one of the electrodes is placed

inside the tube. As well, small size plasma jets which appears at the tube ends can

appear at adequate gas flow values. The electrical characteristics of the discharges

(thresholds of breakdown, extinction, I-V characteristics) were recorded. The plasma

species were investigated by Optical Emission Spectroscopy.

The maintaining of the discharge while admixing in the main gas small amount of

organic precursors (acetylene) or active gas (ammonia, nitrogen) was studied. In such

conditions coating and surface modifications were realized, on glass and poly (vinyl

chloride) narrow tubes.
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